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DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

 
PROUDLY PRESENTS 

ZASSHI 

Dear readers; 

On behalf of the entire branch of information technology, I take great joy 

and pleasure in publishing the " ZAASHI " edition. Our newsletter presents 

a truly perfect platform for  students to express their views on exciting 

technologies, current features and developments. It also takes us on an 

adventure that highlights all  the highlights of the branch, which includes 

important activities that have taken place, news on research and improve-

ment of our development and our splendid achievements, each of the 

brotherhood scholars as well as our own. Some non-technical articles 

have also been posted to entertain and increase the reach of our readers. 

 

This version focuses on Augmented reality that' this 

developing technology within the contemporary 

world .It to boot carries info concerning the rising 

technology that are presently  below development. 

The publication additionally consists of the listing of 

achievers therefore to honour them on an equivalent 

level to inspire their paintings additionally. 

 

 

“It is what you read when you don't have to that de-
termines what you will be when you can't help it” 
said  Oscar Wilde.we release a newsletter every three 

months to encourage the work of both students and faculty. I would also 

like to thank our college management for helping us transform the vision 

of “ ZASSHI“ into reality  . 
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“When the right technology is set up properly, The impact is substantial” 

                                                                                                             - Niclas Stratmann                    
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STAFF ACHIEVEMENTS 

Our faculties Ms.S.Anitha Jebamani and Ms.S.Gomathi have received “Best 
Faculty Advisor” from IEI association during the month of october 2021.  

Our college secured Top 2 position in the 
UiPath RPA Skillathon 2021 in association 
with ICTAcademy and the SPOC 
Dr.S.Sankari/IT received appreciation from 
UiPath in coordinating these event and its 
happened because of support from the all De-
partment coordinators.  

Dr M Suresh Kumar and Mrs B Renukadevi 
have been recognised as the best coordinators 
for the cybersecurity virtual internship pro-
gram(VIP)’21.  

 



S r i  s a i r a m  e n g i n e e r i n g  c o l l e g e  

Mr.Balaji R has won first place & awarded with cash prize of 
Rs.1000 in the logo designing competition conducted by the Ro-

botics club of Sri Sairam Engineering College. 

Mr.Karthik R, Dinesh M of Third year have won The Best Paper Award 
in the contest conducted by IIRM. 

TECHKINGS 
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Mr. Sam Joy Immanuel, Final Year IT has been listed in Ford 
Hall of Fame for Reporting Security Vulnerability. 

Ms.Subhisha JGK, Ms.Deepika L, Ms.Kiruthika V have won in Online 
virtual hackathon internship and Citation Award Conducted by Covid 19 
Bioinformatics India. 



M A R K E T  M A K E R  
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A customer report states that the market for wireless headphones will 
develop with the aid of 12.3% from 2019 to 2025. A reason for this 
is that many smartphones are getting rid of headphone jacks from 
their design. Moreover, more humans at the moment are valuing the 
convenience of wireless gadgets. 
 

Also due to its sleek design and convenient mobility, It holds one of 
the best positions in the market nowadays. 

Wi r e l ess Ea r bud s  

Al l  i n  one  Vi d eo pr oj ec t or  

The pandemic has shown no result in sight and working 
from domestic appears to be a life-style this is right here 
to live. That's why Anker, a China-primarily based or-
ganization that's infamous for its battery and charging 
generation, is venturing into the house workplace space 
with the B600 Video Bar. It is a beefy all-in-one vide-
oconferencing accent this is equipped with a 2K digital 
camera sensor, an arrangement of speakers, four micro-
phones, or even a built-in light bar. This Zoom hack of a 
product is staged to promote for $219.99 



 

 

A u g m e n t e d  r e a l i t y  
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Everyone on this planet is born with a creative imag-
ination, sometimes our thoughts run wild, and even 
modern technology faces a terrible blow in front of 
human imagination. But guess what technology nev-
er gives up, it always tries to meet our expectations. 
real-world aspects, enhance understanding of those 
aspects, and provide smart and accessible insight 
that can be applied to real-world situations. These 
datas are used for providing insights to the compa-
nies about the customer’s purchasing behavior and 
the company’s growth rate. 

The things that we always thought that are not possible are somehow made possible, like who in the 
right mind ever thought that there will be a feature in your mobile phone, which can show you, how 
you will look in the future, without you ever going into the future. Astounding it is to be a part of an 
era where something new is innovated every now and then. Among all the emerging technologies we 
found this year, the most used, yet the most amusing technology we all liked using   ar 

 

Augmented reality feeds the quest for Human’s unblowable imagination and gives a wing to it. Not 
just that but it continues to develop and gain traction across a range of applications. Technological 
firms have faced the stigma of Augmented reality being more than a mere tool since the year it was 
devised. However Customers began to realize the fruitfulness of the tech and started to derive its tan-
gible benefits to use in the realtime. As data collection and analysis become more accessible and 
available, augmented reality's primary purpose is to highlight real-world aspects, enhance under-
standing of those aspects, and provide smart and accessible insight that can be applied to real-world 
situations. These datas are used for providing insights to the companies about the customer’s pur-
chasing behavior and the company’s growth rate  

Augmented reality is used to beautify natural environments or conditions and offer perceptually en-
riched reviews. With the assist of advanced AR technologies (e.g. Including pc vision, incorporating 
AR cameras into phone packages and object reputation) the statistics approximately the encompass-
ing real world of the consumer will become interactive and digitally manipulated. Statistics about the 
surroundings and its gadgets is overlaid at the real global. This information can be virtual. Augment-
ed reality is any experience that's artificial and which adds to the already current tfact, e.g. Seeing 
different actual sensed or measured facts which includes electromagnetic radio waves overlaid in pre-
cise alignment with where they virtually are in area. Augmented reality additionally has lots of ability 
in the amassing and sharing of tacit expertise. Augmentation strategies are generally carried out in 
real time and in semantic contexts with environmental factors. Immersive perceptual records is on 
occasion blended with supplemental information like scores over a stay video feed of a carrying 
event. This combines the benefits of both augmented truth technology and heads up display genera-
tion (HUD). 
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 No. of users of Augmented reality is increasing tremendous-
ly year by year. Already there are 0.81 billion users which is 
around one seventh of the world’s population 

 63% of online shopping freaks believe that AR improved 
their shopping comfortable and easier and engross their 
shopping experience. 

 Among its wide use Augmented reality along with Vrtual re-
ality is expected to hit medical industry by the worth of 
$7.05 dollars soon. 

 Besides being a trend now, The origin of Augmented reality 
dates back to 1986. 

 

 

                                                     FACT O’ PEDIA 

Sri   sairam  engineering college 

“Since we cannot change reality, Let us change the eyes in which we see reality” 
                                                                                                                                   - Nicos Kazantzakis 


